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Therole ofmudstones inburial diagenesis
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Integrated studies of depositional and diagenetic processes, and of lifethrough geologic time, are key components of the Department's researcheffort. Thirteen facultymembers arepursuinginvestigations in the fields of_ sedimentary petrology and diagenesis, sedimentary processes, stratigraphy,
vertebrate and invertebrate paleontology, and the geology of energy and min-
eral resources.These research projects utilize a wide range of field, laboratory
and experimental approaches.
Current work centered on sedimentary rocks includes: genetic stratig-
raphy and depositional sequence studies in the Gulf of Mexico Basin, the
Caribbean area, theNorthSea, andAustralianbasins;work onsulfide deposits
in salt-dome cap rocks, emphasizing mineralization, metalliferous formation
waters,and hydrocarbon accumulations in the GulfCoast; investigation of the
environments, facies, and processes of modern and ancient fluvial,eolian and
submarine canyon/fan depositional systems; microscopic, isotopic, and experi-
mentalstudies of the diagenesis of carbonate rock,chert, sandstone,and shale;
and analysisof the dynamics of grain transportand bedformmechanics,apply-
ing fluidmechanics to the interpretation of sedimentary structures.
Paleontological investigations encompass studies of the evolution of
Cambrian and Ordovician echinoderms, examining classes, functional mor-
phology,paleoecology, and community structure of faunas from the Midwest
and RockyMountains;astudyofPleistocenefaunas ofTexas usingQuaternary
vertebrate assemblages from various parts of the state to facilitate reconstruc-
tion of environments; ongoing work on fossil crocodilians; and studies of
Cretaceous vertebrates, examining the structure and relationships of
Cretaceous dinosaurs and associated faunas ofTexas.




Projects currently underway in the structural geology and tectonics pro-gramspan awide rangeof timeand lengthscales,reach aroundthe globe,and integrate field, laboratory and theoretical investigations. Five faculty
members identify their research programs most strongly with scientific
questions instructuralgeology and tectonics.
Field-based projects focused on determining tectonic history include:
awide-rangingstudyof the tectonics of the Indonesianregion, especially New
Guinea;isotopic and tectonic work inLabrador and Scandinavia;analysis of
the structureand tectonics ofMexico andthe Andes;work on the tectonic evo-
lutionofMid-America; and studies of the evolution of the southern continents
and ocean basins, withan eye towards refining plate reconstructions.
Field and petrographic studies of deformationmechanisms and histo-
ry are underway in central and Trans-Pecos Texas, and the southern Rocky
Mountains. Work on fundamental processes, features and mechanisms of
deformation includes: study of metamorphism and deformation of subduction
zones;analysis oforogenicprocesses;investigation of fault and foldkinematics;
studyof fracturepopulations and scaling inbrittlely deformed reservoirs;eval-
uation of strain and deformation mechanisms;and kinematic analysis ofcom-
plexly deformed terranes.







systematics of deep crustallevels: investi-
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Genesis of metallicmineralizationin conti-








Tectonicsand ore studiesof theGunung-
Bijih (Ertsberg) copper-golddeposit
nuch of the geosciences' continuing contribution to society lies in thefields ofpetroleum and mineral resources. At the University of Texas atAustin, twelve faculty members in the Department of GeologicalSciences are directly involved in research in these fields. Collaborative
efforts involve scientists and engineersinthe BureauofEconomic Geology, the
Institute for Geophysics, and the Department of Petroleum and Geosystems
Engineering.
Projects focused principally on hydrocarbon resources include: the
characterization of oil and gas reservoirs, integrating geologic, petrophysical,
and engineering studies of sandstone and carbonatereservoirs;regional studies
ofhydrocarbonreservoir rocks and orehosts to determine the origin of pore-
occluding cements and secondary porosity;aninvestigationof the paleohydro-
geology of sedimentary basins, focusing on the evolution of the causes and
processes of fluid flow in sedimentary basins and their effect on diagenesis,
petroleum migration andmaturation;andastudyofthe evolutionof formation
and groundwaters as related to cementation,dolomitization,dissolution,and
mineralization in carbonate and siliciclastic environments. Complementary
studies onpublic policy issues are alsounderway,analyzingnationalenergyand
mineral policies and their effect on the acquisition, exploration, development,
production, supply,and utilizationof energyand mineral resources.
Current projects that focus onrelationships betweenmineralresources
andgeology include:astudy of the originofmetallic andnonmetallic resources
in sedimentary and volcanic rocks, with field studies in the U.S., Brazil,
Canada,China,and Mexico;work onmineral resourcesinsalt-dome caprocks,
emphasizing genetic relationships among formation waters, mineralization,
hydrocarbons, and cap-rock formation in the GulfCoast;and amulti-faceted
study of the tectonics and ore deposits of Irian Jaya, Indonesia with field and
lab studies ofporphyry and skarn copper-goldmineralization within anactive
tectonic terrane.
A combined field trip forclasses insequence stratigraphy, depositionalsystems, and carbonate geology
pauses to recorda visit toElCapitanin GuadalupeMountains NationalPark, westTexas
7
feophysics research atTheUniversity ofTexas at Austin is wide-ranging,both geographically and in intellectual scope. Eight members of theDepartmental faculty work principally on geophysical problems, incol-
laborationwith numerous other scientists at the Institute of Geophysics
and the Center for Space Research.
Theuse of seismic data to constrain subsurface geology is the focus of
anumber of projects inthe program: application of geophysical data toprob-
lems instratigraphy and structure; world-wide reflection studies of the conti-
nental shelf, slope and rise; research on Arctic and Antarctic basins; and pro-
jects involving seismic stratigraphy and seismic tomography. Programs inte-
grating geophysical and geologic data center on world-wide paleogeographic
andpaleodepth reconstruction;and studies of heatflow,subsidence,deposition
and tectonic history of continentalbasins and shelves.Effort is also devoted to
the development and application of new approaches to the acquisition, pro-
cessing and interpretation of seismic reflection and other geophysicaldata.
Otherprojects areconcerned with the behavior of the earthas aphysi-
calbody inspace, including: studies of the Earth'srotational variations and their
causes; analysis of the earth's gravity field and geoid anomalies from satellite
observation;and the measurementof crustal strainfrom satellite geodetic data.
Professor Clark Wilson
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level of the water table
The fastest-growing subdiscipline in thegeosciences is the field ofhydrogeol-ogy. TheDepartment of Geological Sciences is committed toresearchinthisimportant subdiscipline, particularly inandaround Austin, where waterandwater-quality issues are especially significant. Four faculty members in
Geological Sciences pursue research focused in this area, while collaborative
efforts involvemany othersin theDepartment, at theInstitute for Geophysics, at
theBureauofEconomic Geology, andinother departments oncampus.
Manyprojects involve therelationship between groundwater and geol-
ogy, for example: analysis of sedimentary basin evolution, focusing on fluid
pressure,diagenesis, temperature,and chemistry during coastal subsidence and
retreat; studies of the geochemistry and hydrogeology of carbonate systems,
with work in the Edwards aquifer of centralTexas,inTrans-Pecos Texas,and
in the Bahamas,Jamaica, and Barbados; an investigation of the hydrogeology
of ancientandrecent alluvial,fluvial,and deltaic systems,usingintegrated field
studies and model simulations; physical and chemical analysis of regional
aquifer systems toexamine problems of wastedisposal and endangered species
in semi-arid basins; a study of the hydrogeology of reclaimed lignite strip
mines;and work onplaya wetlandgeochemistry, to determine biogeochemical
influences onplaya hydrology.
Other active projects in the Department include: a study of microbio-
logicalcontrols ofmineral diagenesis; investigations using isotopic and trace ele-
ments to trace fluid-rock interaction;geochemical studies of the loss,transfor-
mation, and degradation reactions of volatile aromatics, nitroaromatic explo-
sives,and other organic contaminants;calculations of fracture-skinproperties to
examine their effect oninfiltrationandsolute transport; andstudies of thekinet-
ics of silicate diagenesis,usinglaboratoryand field investigations ofquartz and
aluminumsilicate dissolutionkinetics at low temperatureinorganic-richwaters.
c
Understanding the formation and evolution of the crust and upper mantleof the earth, from bothphysical and chemical standpoints,requires studyacross awide range of subdisciplines. The research efforts of ten faculty
members inthe Department focus onthese problems,usingdiverse field,
laboratory, and theoretical approaches.
Field-based projects include: a broad effort to unravel the metamor-
phic,deformational, and tectonic history of the Llanouplift in central Texas,
using avariety of field, isotopic, structuraland petrologic tools;analysis of the
magmatic, metamorphic and deformational history of the Gunung Bijih
(Ertsberg) Copper-Gold District, Irian Jaya; study of alkalic magmatism in
West Texas; investigationof the deformationalhistory of the Maria fold-and-
thrustbelt; geochronologic and tectonic studies ofLabrador and Scandinavia;
and isotopic investigations inBrazil andMexico.
Moreprocess-oriented projects include: seismic andpetrologic inquiry
into the structure of the uppermantle; investigationof the chronology ofgen-
eration and emplacement of magmas; quantitative analysis of metamorphic
textures;studies ofmineral equilibria and kinetics;petrologic research into the
evolution of the mantle and crust; and investigations of strata-bound mineral
deposits involcanic and sedimentary rocks.
Graduate studentJim Rougvie takes abreak during field studies of the granites andsurrounding regionally
metamorphosedrocks at EnchantedRock StateNatural Areain thehill country west ofAustin
Igneous
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matched filterapproach to impedance esti-
mation,Geophysics,v.61,p. 484-495.
Simmons,J.L.,Jr.,and Backus,M.M.,






HI substitution ofoilorgas forbrine as the pore fluidina reservoir rockpro-Iduces asimple change inthe seismicreflection response.Thisfluidanom-jalysignal issuperposed ona complexbackground reflection response,andis limited by additive and convolutional noise. The relationship of the
fluid anomaly signal to stratal geometry,and the simple offset dependence of
this signal, serve to define a detectiontarget for explorationusingmodern 3D
seismic data. Significant information regarding reservoir characteristics is also
available.A key element inboth direct detection and inreservoir characteriza-
tion is the accuracy ofour conversion of the 3D seismic data cube from aver-
ticalaxis of seismic travel time to a datacube indepth, and adata cube ingeo-
logic time of deposition, forming the basis for our stratal geometrymodel.My
researchis directedgenerally toward improvements inour ability todisplay and
interpret 3D seismic reflection data for purposes of direct hydrocarbon detec-
tion and reservoir characterization. A simple description of the fluid anomaly
signalis central to this effort.
A stratal slice image from a synthetic 3D seismic datacube
A synthetic seismic section showing areservoir withbrine, oil, andgas
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Ny research interests involve the application ofpetrologic and geochemi-cal techniques to studies of carbonate diagenesis, the evolution ofgroundwater and seawater, and climatic variations. Limestones are
important storehouses of information regarding temporal variations in
ocean chemistry, sea level, fluid-rock interaction, rainfall, and groundwater
flow. The application of a range of chemical and isotopic tracers to well-pre-
servedmarine and diageneticphases, as wellas modernwatersamples,provides
strongconstraints on the time scales and mechanisms of these processes.
These approaches are being applied to modern and ancient systems
including the Pleistocene limestone aquifer ofBarbados, the Edwards aquifer
ofTexas, Paleozoic sequencesin the central and southwest US,Devonian reef
complexes ofWestern Australia,andTriassicplatforms ofnorthernItaly.
Recent projects include the development of an approach for recon-
structing temporal variations in groundwater chemistry and examining the
links between variations in climate and groundwater chemistry during the
Quaternary time period. Such temporal records are being extracted from
growth layers of cave calcite deposits (speleothems). Another research focus is
the integrated studyof the relationship between sea level and ocean chemistry
preserved inancient carbonate platforms.
Sampling ofgroundwater in Harrison's Cave,whichis developedinPleistocene reef limestones that com-
prisethe island ofBarbados,West Indies
Jay Banner





Banner,J.L., 1995, Applicationof theiso-
tope andtrace elementgeochemistry of
strontium to studies ofdiagenesis incarbon-




limestoneaquifer using Sr isotopes:Effects
















ation of quartzmonzonite,Iron Springs min-
ing district,Utah: relation to associatediron
deposits: EconomicGeology 90:2197-2217.
Barker, D. S., 1993, Diagnostic magmatic
features in carbonatites: implications for the
origins of dolomite- and ankerite-rich car-
bonatites: SouthAfricanJournal ofGeology,
v.96,p. 131-138.
Ciarbonatites (igneous rocks containingat least 50% carbonate minerals) arederived from the Earth's mantle,but there is mounting evidence that thecarbon that they contain came from the crust, andhadbeen recycled deepinto the mantle during subduction.Carbonatite magmas differ from sili-
cate magmas inmany ways,but oneof the most important is that an essential
ingredient, carbonate, is not everywhere present in the mantle.Theprocessby
which recycled carbon may eventually be incorporatedinto carbonatite magma
and returned to the crust is a circuitous one involving transport in a variety of
phases. Thesephases include: thecarbonate minerals;graphite, diamond,silicon
carbide, and amorphous material in intergranular films;silicate and oxide min-
erals in which carbon atoms substitute in tetrahedral sites; fluids containing
CO2.CO, CH4 components; and magmas containing the CO32~ component.
As it forms and migrates through the mantle, carbonate-rich liquid
efficiently concentrates some elements, especially Sr, Nb, Ba, the light rare-
earth elements,Pb, Th,and U, while strongly rejecting Si, Al,Mg,Cr,and Ni.
However, calculated trace-element enrichments,assuming 1%carbonatite liq-
uid equilibrated with "average" upper mantle in a single melting episode, are
much smaller than the enrichments observed in carbonatites. There must be
multiple episodes of progressive trace-element enrichment in the mantle,
before the observed trace-element compositions of carbonatites areachieved.
Carbonatite magma can be stopped in its ascent by reaction with
olivine and orthopyroxene, to produce new silicates and a CO2 rich fluid.
Ultramafic xenoliths from the upper mantle,as found inmany localities,show
the effects ofreaction withrepeatedly invadingcarbonate-rich liquids or fluids.
Apparently carbonate-rich liquid can only survive its upward passage if the
rock throughwhich it flows has already lost its capacity to react with the liq-
uid.Therarityof carbonate-richmagma in the upper crust is probably caused
by difficulty inits ascent, rather thanby a shortageof rawmaterial.
IS
MkM§J research generally falls in the areas of aqueous geochemistry, karst
hydrology, geochemical kinetics, environmental and organic geochem-
Iistry, and biogeochemistry. Mycurrent environmental research includes
Iaproject examining the geochemical fate of high-explosive compounds
inwetland environments,and more generally,vadose-zone geochemistry. One
aspect ofthis project is to examine vapor-phaseprocesses around wetlands,and
the potential for vadose-zone transport of volatile contaminants. Another
recent environmental project examines the impact of coal-bed methane seeps
on soil and groundwater geochemistry.
Iam particularly interested in the role of colloids and sediments in
contaminant transport,and several students are working on projects in karst
aquifers examiningsediment transport and sediment contamination associated
withurban growth.In a relatedproject,Iwillbe looking at the effect of wild-
fireon ashallow karst aquifer, and the environmentaland hydrologic impact of
specialized fire-fighting techniques, such as surfactant solutions and foams.
Another areaof research is silicate surface chemistry and the kinetics
of silicate weathering.Inparticular,Iam interested in the role ofmicrobially-
produced organic chelates in the chemical weathering of silicates,and examin-
ing the impact of native microbes onsilicate weatheringrate inaquifers.Iam
also characterizing the fundamental surface chemistry of organic-mineral
interactions using spectroscopy combined with ab initio molecular modeling
techniques.
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reconstructionof theGulf ofMexico basin:
InternationalGeologyReview,v.36,p. 545-
586.
Early evolutionof the Gulfof
Mexicobasin and surrounding
region
Main research interests involve the studyof oceanbasins and theirmarginsusingmarine geologicaland geophysical tools, mainly seismic reflectiondata.Principles of seismic/sequence stratigraphyareapplied to interpretm the depositional and structural history of a region. Theprincipal focus
continues tobe the geologic history ofthe GulfofMexico basin. Two recent-
ly completed Ph.D. dissertations include "Post Mid-Cretaceous Seismic
StratigraphyandDepositionalHistory,Deep GulfofMexico"byJianhuaFeng,
and "Jurassic Evolution of the Southeastern Gulf of Mexico" by Gyorgy
Marton.The latter project proposed anew,better-constrained model for the
early evolution of the Gulf basin. Current research projects include: (1)
Sequence stratigraphy of the northeasternGulfofMexico: An integrated seis-
mic,well-log, and biostratigraphic approach; (2) Sequence stratigraphy, depo-
sitional systems, sediment fairways and depositional history of post mid-
Cretaceous rocks, Gulf of Mexico basin; (3) Structure of the Chicxulub XT
impact crater,Yucatan,Gulf ofMexico;and (4)Distribution,age and originof
LateMaastrichtiancatastrophic units inCuba, tectonic or impact event.Allof
these projects involve students. Besides the students working on Gulf of
Mexico researchprojects,many are working onseismic relatedprojects all over
the world,including Australia,Brazil,Trinidad, Venezuela, and Columbia. In
addition,several students have just completed orareworking on field-oriented
sequencestratigraphic studiesinWest Texas, the centralvalley ofCalifornia,the
Black Hills,and central Texas. New field projects are being planned for the
westernUS, northernMexico, and Eritrea.
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Ky present focus is quantitative analysis of texturesinmetamorphic rocks,as ameansofunderstanding the atomic-scaleprocesses thatgovern meta-morphic recrystallization. Thegreatest novelty in this work is the use of
high-resolution computed X-ray tomography (HR X-ray CT), a new
technique for obtainingdigital 3-D images of the interiors of opaque objects.
HRX-ray CTyields data onthe sizes,shapes and disposition of crys-
tals ina rock that canbe compared to numerical models simulating different
possible crystallization processes. Recent work done with graduate students
Cambria Denison and Richard Ketcham reveals remarkable uniformity: for
garnets in varied bulk compositions indiverse regionalmetamorphic environ-
ments, the rateof intergranular diffusion was the dominant control on crystal-
lization ineverycaseexamined.Numericalmodels have allowedustopindown
values for several key kinetic parameters that control this critical process.
Inwork withUTcolleaguesTimothy RoweandJohnKappelman,HR
X-rayCThas also beenused tostudybones and teethofmodernand fossilrep-
tiles and primates. Our multiple successes recently led to approval of funding
to establish atUTthe first HRX-rayCT facility in an academic setting. The
facility should be fully operational inearly 1997.
Workalso continues incollaborationwithcolleagues,postdocs and students
on the petrology and tectonics of theLlano Uplift. Ourefforts have paidoff with
new understanding of the regions complex mid-Proterozoic evolution. Finally,
experimental studyofthecompositionaldependence ofrates offission-track anneal-
ingis underway,inaproject supportedby theAmerican Chemical Society.
High-resolultionX-ray CT image (3-D) ofpelitic schist from the Picuris MountainsofNewMexico,with
digital cut-out to revealinterior features
William Carlson
Universihi of California al~ Los Hngeles. 1980
Metomorpliic Petrology
Selected Recent Publications
Carlson,W. D.,Denison C,and Ketcham,
R.A.,1995, Controlson thenucleationand
growthofporphyroblasts:Kinetics fromnat-
ural textures and numericalmodels.
GeologicalJournal, v.30,p. 207-255.
Carlson,W. D.andReese,J.R.,1994,Nearly
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Structural Geology and Tectonics
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zone earthquakes andseamount asperities: A
physical modelfor seismicrupture: Geology,
v.20, p. 601-604.
Ny researchinterests concern field, laboratory and theoretical studies of thetectonics of theEarth.Specifically,Iaminterested in:(1)The structure,sed-imentation,metamorphism, geochronology, and seismicity of convergent
„platemargins.Field studieshavebeeninthecentralandnorthernCalifornia
Coast Ranges. (2) The evolution of arc-continent collision zones, especially the
Indonesianregion.Fieldprojects areinIrianJaya,Indonesia, thewesternhalfofthe
island ofNew Guinea.(3)The application ofapatite fission track thermochronol-
ogy to tectonic problems andbasin thermalevolution. (4) Structural andmagmat-
iccontrols on theorigin ofporphyrycopper-typeore deposits.
IS
.Investigating the tectonic evolution of mid- to deep-crustal terrains of
■Archean and Proterozoic age throughU-Pb geochronology and mapping
Icontinues to form the core of my research program. Integrating ages and
|(durationof magmatic and tectonic events with field observations has led to
the formation ofmoreaccurate tectonic models for these regions, insights into
early earthhistory and information about orogenic processes at deeper crustal
levels than commonly exposed inmore recent orogens.Iamcurrentlyengaged
in projects in the Nain Province and Torngat Orogen of NE Canada,
Nagssugtoqidian Orogen ofW Greenland and the Grenville-Sveconorwegian
Orogens ofSW Sweden, NENorth America and W SouthAmerica. A new
research direction has emerged from recent data that has defined multiple
episodes of anorogenic magmatism in the Sveconorwegian Orogen of SW
Sweden.Thisunique occurrence has prompted investigations into the originof
these magmas and their relationship to earlier orogenic events.
With verylow analytical blanks and recentupgrades toour mass spec-
trometer, the Departmental U-Pb laboratory is now state-of-the-art. Recent
efforts tofurther improve our facilities include imaging the internal structure of
zircons with cathodoluminescence and experimentation with HF leaching of
zircons. An experiment has been initiated to test a newproduction method for
Pb2os, an artificial, and thus scarce, isotope used in U-Pb geochronology. A
program has been initiated to encourage researchers from outside the UT sys-
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Mjy research involves the joint use of modeling, remote sensing, andIground-basedobservations tounderstand the mechanismsby which thehydrologicalcycle drives and is drivenbyshort-term variations inregion-
alal and global climate. Currently, my group is focused on two important
aspects of this problem: (1) characterizing the spatial-temporal dynamics of soil
waterstorednear theEarth's surface;and (2)modeling and parameterizationof
land-surface hydrologicalprocesses for globalclimate models (GCMs).
Ongoing soil moisture research addresses issues of spatial-temporal
variability across a range of spatial scales.Newresults from our local soilmois-
ture climatology research station at Rattlesnake Hill have identified multiple
physical controls that influence hillslope scalevariabilityand the time variations
over which thesecontrols are active. Continuing collaborativeresearch with the
University of Arizona is investigating a rigorous framework for four- dimen-
sionaldataassimilation ofremotely sensed soilmoisture intohydrologicalmod-
els (see figure below).At the global scale,new research is attempting toproduce
time series of 1° gridded maps of surface soilmositure insupport of the Global
Energyand Water Cycle Experiment (GEWEX) Global SoilWetness Project.
A second major thrust ofmy group's research is the development of a
GlobalLandHydrologyModel (GLHM) for fully-coupledland-ocean-atmos-
phere models known as climate system models (CSMs).Newly launchedinitia-
tives in this frontier areaareconcentrated ondeveloping improved continental-
scale riverroutingalgorithms and the development ofparalleland scalable algo-
rithms for implementing the GLHM/CSM onhigh-performance computers.
Thepattern ofsurface soil moisture at the Walnut Gulch experimentalwatershedin Tombstone,AZ
2
Ny research interests lie inseveral areas important topetroleum geology,including basin analysis, reservoir characterization,resource assessment,and the role of technology, especially locational diagnostics,in improved
oil and naturalgas recovery.
The work of graduate students whichIcurrently supervise is concen-
tratedinSouthAmericaand theTexasGulfCoast Basin.Severalprojects involve
reservoir characterization of clastic reservoirs, including outcrop to reservoir
analysis ofbraided streamarchitectures innortheasternBrazilandMiocene clas-
tic reservoirs of Lake Maracaibo inWestern Venezuela. Another is a compara-
tive study ofAlbian grainstonesinCentralTexas and analogous reservoirsin the
Santos Basin, Brazil. The aim in these reservoir characterization studies is to
define the remainingresidency of mobile oil as controlledbyheterogeneity.
Basin analysis research by graduate students includes the Putumayo
Basin of Columbia, the Gulf Coast Basin, and North Texas. These studies
involve depositional system identification and sequence stratigraphic analysis.
Another graduate student is calculatingnatural gas reserve growth,by
play, inthe GulfofMexico Basin. Inrecent years our research,along with oth-
ers, has shown that reserve growth, or the addition of reserves of oil and gas
from old established fields is several-fold greaterthanpreviously assumed. The
amount of reservegrowth potential is related directly to reservoir complexity,
in turn a product chiefly of depositional and diagenetic heterogeneity.
Resource assessment research and analysis have demonstrated that the
remaining resources ofboth oil and gas are determined by technological stretch
rather than exponential decline assumed in symmetrical life cycle models of
resourcedepletion. Thisfinding is validatedin the current,large,low-cost supplies
ofoilandgas andis important totheassessmentandprojections offuture supplies.
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SI ince 1988 whenIretired from teaching and began field workon thehotsprings of Viterbo, central Italy,my research worldhas been transfiguredinto investigating the possible role ofnannobacteria (dwarfforms, about3.1 micron) in theprecipitation ofmany, ifnotmost, sedimentary miner-
als. These include not only the aragonite and calcite of weird environments
such as hot springs,but calcite and dolomite from carbonate rocks as old as
Proterozoic.Nannobacterial dolomite is no longer a fantasy, thanks to innova-
tive experiments done elsewhere.
F.Leo Lynch's initial discovery of probable nannobacterial texturesin
subsurface clayminerals has led to the hypothesis thatnannobacteria can also
precipitate kaolin, smectite,chlorite, and illite in deeply buried sandstones as
well aspalygorskite insoils and caliches. We arenow studying the possible role
of nannobacteria alteringvolcanics to clayminerals in the magmatic regions of
Sicily and Napoli-Viterbo, Italy.
Agrant to theBureau of Economic Geologyallows us to investigate the
possible role ofnannobacteriainprecipitating oolites and hardground cements
inthe Bahamas. Opals, cherts,metallic sulfides etc. areunder current study.
NannobacterialbeadsonHot Springaragonite,Le Zitelle,Italy,andPalygorskiteclay in caliche,Seminole,W.Texas
%
My past year was occupied with completing final chapters, rewriting, andeditorial review for the second edition of Terrigenous ClasticDepositional
■ Systems tobepublishedby Springer.Happily, thelast pageproofhas been
Ireturned and things seem to be onschedule for anMaypublication date.
With completion of the book,my attention has turned to two major
research projects now underway.Iam synthesizingand updating information
developed by recent graduates Xijin Liv and Ben Sloan on the North Sea
Cenozoic section to provide a high-resolution sequence-stratigraphic and
depositional framework for Michelle Kominz' NSF "Sequence Stratigraphic
Backstripping"project. Closer to home,Ihave joinedwithDickBuffler to ini-
tiate a 3-year project entitled "Post mid-Cretaceous sequence stratigraphy,
depositional systems,sediment transport axes,and depositionalhistory,Gulfof
Mexico basin".Theproject willproduce adetailed,comprehensive synthesis of
the Gulfbasin (Florida toMexico,Louisiana toYucatan) that will attempt to
merge thebasin-floor succession,understoodlargely through seismic data,with
the coastalplain,shelf,andupperslope succession,definedlargelyby welldata.
The synthesiswillprovide the foundation for areconstruction ofGOMdepo-
sitionalhistory for the last hundred millionyears (give or take a few).Inaddi-
tion the project should refine sequence correlation throughout the basin,
improve understanding of slope processes, including erosional modification,
and define the temporal and spatial distribution of sediment supply axes and
depocenters. The project will organize the well, seismic, and literature data
bases using ARC/INFO (© Environmental Systems ResearchInstitute Inc.)
geographic information








regional synthesis of Barrow




Cutler Group strata, Utah;
and the transgressive facies
architecture of Cambrian
strata that onlap thecomplex
paleotopographic surface of
theLlanoUplift,Texas.
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SEPM (Society for SedimentaryGeology)
CoreWorkshop No.20, p.1-24.
Xue,L.,and Galloway,W.E., 1995, High-res-
olutiondepositional frameworkof the

























Ding,X.Y. and GrandS.P., 1994, Seismic







fcyfcy research has focused on determining the three-dimensional seismic
Istructure of the deep earth,primarily the mantle.The ultimate goal of
Ithis research is tobetter understand fundamentalproperties of the earth
Isuch as its chemical compositionand the natureofconvection within the
planet.My primary project, at present, is to map out the lateralvariations in
seismic shear velocities throughout the mantle.My present model covers the
mantle beneath the Americas, the Atlantic Ocean, the eastern Pacific Ocean
and largepartsofAfrica and Eurasia.Theresults to date show deep highveloc-
ity roots beneath Archean shields extending to at least 300 km depth. In the
deeper mantle,a large high-velocity linear anomaly can be traced from South
America to Siberia throughout much of the lower mantle. Wehave interpret-
edthis feature as sinkinglithosphere thathas subductedduring thelast100Ma
or so. Large broad high-velocity anomalies at the base of the mantle beneath
the Americas maybe the finalrestingplace of subducted slab.Two major slow
anomalies in the lower mantle are located beneath the Cape Verde islands and
South Africa.Ocean ridges, on the other hand,do not seem tohave deep ori-
gins.In the comingyearIplan to analyze data samplingbeneath theEurasian
continent. Ofparticular interest in this region is whether similar deep mantle
linear features exist beneath eastern Asia associated with the long-term sub-
duction thathas occurred there.
Severalofmy graduate students andIhave also worked onhigher res-
olutionseismic studies of regions in the deep earthofparticular interest. Xiao-
YangDingstudied thedetailed seismic structureof theKurile subductionzone.
Below 650 km depth,hefound abroad seismic anomalybeneath the northern
Kuriles and nothing unusual beneath the southern part. This indicates that
there is asubstantialbarrier to slab sinkingnear that depth.Duk-Kee Lee and
Ihave also studied rifting regions. Leehas recently determined the depths to
upper-mantle discontinuities beneath the East Pacific Rise. Their depths are
sensitive to temperature and indicate that there are not abnormally high tem-
peratures beneath the East Pacific Rise deeper than about 400 km depth.
Finally,EricMatzelhas been studying the bottomof the mantle.He is finding
that there is significant anisotropy at the base of the mantle that varies from
place toplace.His results may lead to abetterunderstanding of flow at the base
of the mantle as well as a better understanding of the unusual fine structure
observed in this region.
A cross section ofmantle velocity from10° N, 125° E(theEastPacific) to -2.5° N, 35° E(East Africa)
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Ip am fascinated by the fossilrecord ofalgae and bacteria.Myresearch focus-
■es on algal and microbial carbonate buildups,butIamalso intrigued by a
IEvariety ofother carbonate and evaporite rocks.
ThePermian Capitan Formation continues toprovide anever-ending
source ofperplexing geologic problems. Akey observation,made byDr.Rachel
Wood of Cambridge University, that the calcareous sponges of the Capitan
hung upside down from other organisms,has lead to studies of fabric develop-
ment and the role ofmicrobes in the precipitation of micrite in the Capitan.
WithDr.RonJohns,Iamalso pursuingpaleoecologic and taxonomic studies
of the sponges in the lower and middle Capitan. Thismay provide us with a
record of change indiversity in the Delaware Basin near the end of Permian
time.The Capitan has also drawn me into the studies of radiaxial calcite. This
unusualform of calcite is easily recognized by its distinctive sweepingextinc-
tion pattern. My students andIhave pondered its composition, its crystal
structure, its spatial distributioninthe Delaware Basin,and its temporaldistri-
bution throughgeologic time.
Icontinue tobe intrigued byPennsylvanian and Lower Permian phyl-
loid algal bioherms. With my students,Iamstudyingdiagenesis and porosity
development in these buildups. We are exploring the use of high-resolution,
three-dimensional CT images to quantifyand illustrate the complex pore net-
worksof thesebuildups. We arealso pursuingthepossibility thatmicrobial car-
bonate contributed to the formation ofphylloid algal buildups. In addition,I
am exploring ways to define the specific physical, chemical, and biological
parameters that led to development ofthese bioherms at a time inEarth's his-
torywhen diverse framework reefs wererare.
Inaddition to these two larger research programsIamalso pursuinga
variety of smaller research projects on aspects of evaporite sedimentology.
Theseprojects include a studyof tourmaline crystals from the caprock ofa salt
domeinthe GulfofMexico and the origin ofgiant(2m) selenite crystals inthe
Delaware Basin.
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Mi yresearch is a sort of cross between arid-lands sedimentology, stratigra-Iphy,and geomorphology.Thismixcarries me to fieldareas inAfrica, the\ Middle East, the westernU.S., and to my kitchen table where most ofJ the theory isborn.
Ihave a long interest in airflow, sediment transport, and bedform
dynamics. My students andIrecently finished a series of flow profiles over
dunes in order to understand the structure of boundary layers created by the
interactions of flow andbedform, with the implications thesehave for sediment
transport.We arenowlaunching a joint study withBrad Werner at Scripps to
explore the origin of dunes as 'attractors' that originate as non-linear complex
systems.
Over the past decade,Ihave had a program withMaxDeynoux from
Strasbourg, along with varying Americans, to study Quaternary sand seas of
the Sahara.Thegoal is tounderstandhow external forcing factors impact sand
seas, and equally,how 'events' arerecorded in the stratigraphicrecord andland-
form expression. We are currently working inTunisia with an aeolian/lacus-
trine/fluvial record. This work has,in turn, launched astudy of the origins of
the Sahara within the tectonic and climatic events of the Miocene.
Aeolian sequence stratigraphy is the great unifier. For me, sequence
stratigraphy is where the impact of climatic, eustatic, and tectonic events are
distilled to basic mechanisms of physics, from which bodies of strata and
bounding surfaces evolve.Themostsatisfying aspect of this thinking has been
the generation of a body of theory. The Colorado Plateau still serves as the
Earth's greatest ancient preserved accumulation of aeolian systems - a place
where sequence theory canbe tested overmuch greater spans of time thanare
recorded for Quaternary systems.
Salt polygons (over ameter indiameter)on the Umm As Samim (Mother ofPoisons) at the eastern edge
of the Rub alKhaliinO a
nj
he oredeposits geology researchprogram is broad-basedgeologically,geo-
graphically, and topically, and involves field projects in several states and
foreign countries. Students investigate applied and theoretical aspects of
the concentration and effective utilization of mineral resources within the
contextoftheir total geologic environment.
My research colleagues, graduate students, andIare involved in a
major project to investigate the ore deposits of the Ertsberg district in Irian
Jaya, Indonesia.The region-is dominatedby a deformed Cenozoic carbonate
sequence that forms the central mountain range of the island of New Guinea.
Theareais acomplex tectonic terrane that developed on the northern margin
of the Australian tectonic plate.Thecarbonate sequence has been intrudedby
Pliocene dioritic plutons with which major intrusion- and skarn-hosted cop-
per-gold deposits areassociated.
Other current research projects include regional and mine-scale studies
of major siliciclastic-hosted zinc-lead deposits in Alaska and China, origin of
metal sulfide and industrial mineral deposits in salt dome cap rocks and in
Jurassic carbonates of theGulfCoast,isotopic andpaleomagnetic datingofmin-
eralization,determinationofmetal contentsofore-forming fluids,and theorigin
of associated sulfide andphosphate deposits inProterozoic carbonates of Brazil.
Iam the Co-Editor for Ore Geology Reviews and a former Associate
Editor for Economic Geology.Ialso am involvedinmultimedia development
for teaching and research purposes.
Outcrop ofthe Dom skarn depositin the Central Range ofIrianJaya, with Grasbergporphyry copper
mine in background
J. Richard Kyle
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quately. At the sametime,
Ibecame aware of some
beautiful red jasper"brec-
cias"inItaly,used for deco-
ration by the Medici in
Florence. The mineralogy
of these rocks (quartz-
hematite) is identical to
some iron formations. Last
summer Luigi andIfound
one of the outcrops quar-
ried by the Medici, and
we're returning this sum-
mer to ferret out another
outcrop, and test some
ideas about the origin of
quartz-hematiterocks.
B|urial diagenesis inthe GulfofMexico sedimentarybasin has been amajor|focus of my research for the last15 years,involving several colleagues and121graduate students.We focused oncarbonates first, then onsandstones,
formation waters, carbon dioxide in natural gas, organic acids, and are
ending the project by re-examining the behavior of mudrocks during burial.
Major findings include the extensive nature of burial diagenesis for all lith-
ologies, including evaporites and mudrocks. Extensive water/rock interaction
involves large amounts of cross-formational mass transport, possibly even
including transport into the sedimentary basin from theunderlying basement.
TheGulfofMexico sedimentary basin canbe imagined as an immense,high-
lyintegrated hydrothermal system.Understanding one aspectof the basin,(say
formation waterchemistry) demands that weunderstandmany other aspects
as well (evaporite and sandstone diagenesis). Themass transferof components
involved in rock diagenesis obviously also bears on the mass transfer of the
products ofkerogen maturation (petroleum migration).
Lab work continues to try to improve the laser-based apparatus for
extracting oxygen isotopes from silicates.Laser-ablation of carbonates has the
potential to rapidly generatelarge amounts ofcarbon and oxygen isotopic data
at a relatively fine scale. Although carbon data are currentlyreasonably satis-
factory, oxygendata arenot.
Severalyears agoIvisited the HamerslyRanges inwestern Australia,
were there aresuperb exposuresofPrecambrian iron formations.Imanaged to
Jasperbreccia from Barga,Italy
cc
Most ofmy research is in isotope geology, especially in the use the Rb-Srand Sm-Nd methods for geochronology and as geochemical tracers.IApplications of dating methods to igneous rocks are commonly quiteIstraightforward,but suchisnot the casefor sedimentary rocks,whichare
typicallycomplex mixtures composed of diagenetic particles, and clastic parti-
cles of different ages.
Together with my students and foreignassociates,Ihave been explor-
ing the potential of these methods in a variety of geologic settings. We are
investigating plutons of Pan-African age (roughly 600 million years) innorth-
eastBrazil, todetermine their ages and interpret the sources ofmagma (for ex-
ample, extentofcontribution bymelting of ancient continental crust).
One application of theRb-Sr method to sedimentary rocks is to date
detritalminerals as ameans to trace the source.ARb-Sr isochrondiagram (see
figure) for muscovite from late Triassic Dockum Sandstone in the Texas
Panhandleindicates two sources with mid-Paleozoic ages of metamorphism.
The source terrain,which lies to the south,is unknown in surface exposure.
Another application is to date claydiagenesis; for example, wehave established
thatclay inPermian evaporites of the PaloDuro Basin experienced very early
diagenesis in an environment in which brine had already been modified by
diagenesis. Ages of diagenesis, which decrease up-section, correspond rather
precisely to ages of deposition.
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&M y researcncenters on Quaternary vertebrate faunas and their response toIenvironmental change. Thegeographic areas that have been investigat-
E edare North America,primarilyTexas,and Australia.
Cave deposits of the Edwards Plateau of central Texas have produced
agood record of the changes in the mammal faunas of the last 25,000 years.
This record shows changes in the faunal composition and,by inference,incli-
mate during the last interstadial, the last glacial maximum and post-glacial
time. A similar pattern has been documented in late Quaternary Australian
fossil faunas. Onboth continents,the changes in the faunas indicate responses
to changes inseasonality and suggest that the glacial climates probablyhave no
precise modern analogs.
We have compiled a data base of the distributions ofmammal species
in theUnited States for the last 40,000 years.This database, termed FAUN-
MAP, has now been used to investigate several questions concerning the
changes in the mammal fauna from the Pleistocene to the Holocene such as
the degree and natureof provinciality, heterogeneity and the stability of mam-
malassemblages through time.Future work will add data from Canada,Alaska
and Mexico to create a data base for all ofNorth America. Work is also in
progress to compile asimilar database for Australia.
Another projecthas justbeen initiated on the Neogene fissure fills of
Barrow Island,off the northwest coast ofAustralia.Preliminary work demon-
strates the presence of fossiliferous deposits which are yet tobe dated.These
are the first records of fossil faunas from that part of Australia and may well
contribute to ourknowledge of the history of the drycountry fauna.
Skull and jaws ofthe giantground slothEremotherium, from LavacaBay,Texas
I\
Ny research focuses onbrittle deformation from a variety ofperspectives,including the structure and kinematic development of contractional oro-gens,folddevelopment andmodeling, and fractal scalingof fracturepop-
ulations,fractured reservoirs,and seismicity. Work last year on fractals
addressed several theoretical aspects of fracture population scaling in the con-
textsof fractured reservoirs.Thepermeability,porosity,surface area,and elastic
shear waveanisotropy from a fracturepopulation can be expressed in terms of
empirical scalingparameters, at leastinprinciple. Futureresearch willset out to
test these ideas. Graduate student Orlando Ortega will study the Mesaverde
GroupFormation toassess the effects ofsedimentarylayering onextensionfrac-
ture scaling.Another project,incollaborationwith StevenLaubach (BEG) and
William Rossen (PGE), willuse microstructuralobservations topredict macro-
scopic fracture characteristics and modelreservoir performance.
Last yearIcontinued field work in the Sierra Madre Oriental of
Mexico. Kinematic data from faults and folds suggest that a regional-scale
salient inthe belt is not anorocline,butrather reflects the paleogeographic dis-
tributionof the evaporitic decollement layers. Graduate studentRoy Luck will
use structural and paleomagnetic techniques to study the kinematics of the
smaller Monterrey salient. Another graduate student, Rion Camerlo, will
address the development of major isoclinal folds in the same area.
Irecently renewed research in the central Andes, whereIintend to
study the interaction of deformation and magmatism at transverselineaments,
calderas,and the volcanic arc.Another project addresses the relationsbetween
active faulting, landslides,and intermontane lakes.
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Broad aspects of sandstone diagenesis continue to be my main researcheffort, although other aspects of rock-water interaction also attract myattention. Projects underway at presentinclude:1) Diagenesis of the Hickory Sandstone (with Antar Abdel-Wahab
and Kitty Milliken). The Hickory is the basal Cambrian sandstone in the
Llano Uplift. Sixteen different authigenic minerals have been found in the
sandstones,although only iron oxide,quartz,and calcite are common.
2) Origin of calcite-cemented concretions (locally cemented parts of
beds) inshallow-marine sandstones,Eocene, nearFaiyum, Egypt (with Antar
Abdel-Wahab). WhileIwas aFulbright Fellow inEgypt in the springof1995,
my Egyptian co-worker andIstudied the size and distribution of the concre-
tions, the largest of which is 6 m indiameter. Ourgoal is to characterize the
growth of the concretions to aid in understanding the calcite cementation
process insandstones.
3) Origin of calcite-cemented concretions in shallow-marine sand-
stones,Cretaceous,MesaVerde Group,Wyomingand Utah(withDukePicard
and Kitty Milliken). Same goal as the above study, but closer to home.
Concretions range from 10 cm to5 mindiameter.
4) Origin of giant chert nodules in the Eocene Drunka Formation,
Kharga Plateau, Egypt (with Antar Abdel-Wahab and Ahmed El-Younsey).
These nodules are awsome innumber and uniformity of size (seephoto).
5) Origin of quartz cement in the Eureka Quartzite (Ordovician),
Nevada andUtah (with Lynton HgHH^^^n^M^P^-'i^^Bi
Land).






Cherty nodules exposedas a lagdeposit on
the desert floor between Assiyut and
Kharga,Egypt
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Ky current primary research effort is directed towards understanding thePrecambrianevolution oftheTexas basement. I,along withother facul-ty and graduate students, am involved in investigating the
Mesoproterozoic deformational,metamorphic, and geochronologic his-
Toryof the LlanoUplift of centralTexas and of the exposures inthe VanHorn,
Wylie, and Carrizo Mountains of west Texas. Theuplift and these exposures
record acomplex history of Grenville,and perhaps pre-Grenville, orogenesis
thathas notbeenoverprintedby laterorogenic events,and thusis an idealplace
to studyMesoproterozoic orogenicprocesses.In theLlanoUplift,wehave rec-
ognized an island arc terrane, witha structural,metamorphic andgeochemical
history unique to the rest of theuplift, that has collided with agranitic gneiss
terrane.The intervening supracrustal rocks have been highly transposed, mul-
tiply folded, and metamorphosed during this Grenville-age orogeny. Late in
the orogenic history,syn- topost-kinematic granites intruded the entire area.
Current work centers on: (1) determining the structural, depositional, and
absolute agerelationshipsbetween lithologic units to constrain the tectonic set-
ting and to delineate the colliding blocks and location of major structural
boundaries; (2) constraining the timing of orogenesis; and (3) determining
relationship of the late-stage plutons to orogenesis.Thiswork is coupled with
similar work inwestTexas andproposed research on the subsurfacebasement.
My second current research program is in the Maria tectonic belt of
west-centralArizona.We are investigating the timingandkinematics of defor-
mation within this Mesozoic tectonic belt, the mechanicalresponseof the same
units to deformation atdifferent crustal levels,and the effectof fluids ondefor-
mation and recrystallization mechanisms during ductile shearing.
In addition to these ongoing projects,Ialso supervise students that
work closely withMartin Jackson and Bruno Vendeville at the Geodynamics
Laboratory oftheBureauofEconomic Geologyand withMike Coffin andlan
Dalziel at the Institute for Geophysics. Recent and currentprojects include a
studyof the evolution of salt-related structures in the ParadoxBasin ofUtah,
modelingof sequential and synchronous formation of superposed folds, inves-
tigation of the tectonic history of the metamorphic basementof the Sierra del
Carmen, Coahuila, Mexico, and study of the Macquarie Ridge Complex,
Southwest Pacific.
Sharon Mosher
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-raycomputed tomography is a relatively new technology thatis emerging
as apowerful research toolfor vertebrate paleontologists and systematists.
Inthe last three years,Ihavebegun to study vertebrate historyusingX-ray*
» CT as a non-destructive means of visualizing the internal anatomyof
important fossils.Mygeneralgoal is tounderstandvertebrate evolution and sys-
tematics.Usingahigh-resolution industrial scanner,adirect descendant ofmed-
ical diagnostic machines, important newbreakthroughs in the morphology and
evolution ofvertebrates have alreadybeen gained, and there is enormous future
potential for the application ofX-rayCT to fossils ofall kinds.Theevolution of
the vertebrate brain,dentition,andnasalcapsule areareasofmy current focus.In
thepast, the internalanatomyof these regions ofthe skull has been inaccessible,
but X-ray CThas produced a wealth ofnew data.Inorder to sustain this effort
and to explore X-ray CT for other Earth Sciences applications,Ihave worked
together with Drs.William Carlson (UT Department of Geological Sciences)
andJohnKappelman (UT AnthropologyDepartment) to acquire ahigh-resolu-
tion scanner for theUniversity ofTexas. This $1million facility is due to come
on-line in January, 1997, and itwillprovide the next generationof data for me
and my graduate students. This is an unprecedented facility for any academic
research institution.Ihavealso developed amethod for electronicallypublishing
entire CT data sets on CD-ROM. In late 1995, the Windows edition of
Thrinaxodon:DigitalAtlas ofthe Skullwas published by the University ofTexas
Press.This is theprototypefor a scholarlypublication series thataims towidely
disseminate thebasic datagenerated atUTby thenewhigh-resolution CTscan-
ner facility. The specimens thatIand my students willscan will come from the
VertebratePaleontology Laboratory and other museums around the world,and
from my ongoingfield workincontinental Cretaceous sediments ofWest Texas.
High-resolutionX-ray CT "slices" through the skulls ofthe modern opossum Monodelphisdomestica
and the Triassic fossil Thrinaxodonliorhinu
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Since the publication in1991of the DNAGvolume onthe GulfofMexicoBasin, my research work has been concentrated in two main areas: theprinciples of stratigraphic classification,terminology and procedure; andthe estimation of the consumption and the possible sources of supply of
energyinthe 21st century.
Workonstratigraphyprinciples datesback manyyears:as Chairman of
the International Subcommission onStratigraphic Classification (ISSC) of the
International Commission on Stratigraphy (ICS) from 1976 to 1992,1devot-
ed much of my time to the revision of the International Stratigraphic Guide,
the second edition of which was published in1994. Since then, the ISSC has
concentrated its efforts ina review of sequence stratigraphy - an approach to
stratigraphic work thathas received much attention in thelast few years - and
in the preparation of anabridged version of the Guide that canbe sold for $5
or less so that stratigraphers of the less-affluent countries of the world can
become aware of the publication of the Guide and have access to its recom-
mendations.Ihave been working on bothof these projects.
Theapproach to the estimation ofhowmuch energywillbe needed in
the next centuryhas been to collect historical information on the consumption
of energyand onhumanpopulation during the last50years and then calculate
the consumption of energy per capita for different countries and groups of
countries: the developing countries, the developed countries,and certain key
countries or groups ofcountries. Thehistorical trends of consumption of ener-
gy percapita have then been projected into the next centurybased ona range
of chosen economic and demographic assumptions.The final result is a family
of estimates coveringdifferent combinations of assumptions.
Iam now attempting to estimate the possible future availability in the
next century of the various sources of energy: oil,natural gas, tar sands, oil
shales,coal,nuclear,hydroelectric,geothermal,solar,etc.Ihave been approach-
ing this part of the studyby compiling historical information onproduction,
cumulative production, and reserves, and by attempting to estimate, when
appropriate, the ultimaterecovery of each possible source ofenergy.
The final step of the project willbe to develop several scenarios of the
energy outlook for the 21st centurybasedon diverse evaluations of some of the
morebasic economic,demographic and technological factors thatmaydetermine
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HI S the Chevron Centennial Professor of Geology, my research involves thephysical, environmental,waterresources,andgeotechnical aspectsofhydro-geology. Specific areas of current interest include: (1) fluid flow and solutetransportinavariety offracturedrocks; (2) regional flow systemsinTrans-
Pecos Texas and in the Edwards aquifer; (3)pressure-thermal-salinity evolution
of deep basins and related coastal subsidence;(4) alluvial aquifers; and (5) the
hydrogeological recovery of reclaimed strip mines. Studies of fractured rock
hydrology commenced with studies of the variably welded tuffs along the Rio
Grande andcontinuedwith studies ofsandstones of the DelawareBasin and the
Appalachians. Thedevelopment of alterationzones along the fractures has been
shownby analytical models and numerical models tobe very significant in the
transportof solutes and colloids (including contaminants).We arenowmeasur-
ing skinporosity,permeability, diffusion coefficients,and retardation inthe lab-
oratoryand usingthese for model input.We have also characterized tuffmatrix
properties as functions of the degree ofwelding.
Regional flow systemsof theBasin andRange and theEdwards aquifer are
being analyzed with chemical andisotopic dataas well as mathematicalmodeling.
New findings include localization of therecharge zones inthe veryproximal alluvial
fans andfracturedhighlands andthe prediction ofhydraulic fracture domains.The
nextresearch effort will combine field mappingand numerical analyses to evaluate
moreprecisely the effects of enhanced recharge projects and urbanization on the
Edwards and other carbonate aquifers. A special small project was the small scale
(<lO m)hydrogeologicalmappingof the ComalSprings andRiver system. Studies
on the GulfofMexico Basinhave provided the first thermalconductivity andradi-
ogenicheatproduction data.Theseconfirm thehypothesis thatcertaingrowth faults
act asregional,long-termzonesoffluidescape fromdeeper andfarther offshore sec-
tions of theGulf ofMexico.We are also studyingdepressurization frompetroleum
production andrelatingthis to thehighrates ofrelative sea-levelrise along theTexas
Gulf Coast.Numerous localprojects are also ofinterest. One recentstudy showed
that reclaimed lignite mine spoil behaves as a dual porosity medium and studies
along theColoradoRiverhave shownthatstandardanalyses ofalluvialaquifer char-
acteristics arehighly suspect in certain situations.
Permeability distribution ofrock-varnished surfaces ofthe SantanaTuff, trans-PecosTexas
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Iuse petrology,mineralogy, andgeochemistry to studyprocesses at high tem-peratures. Emphases on mantle evolution, magmatism, and kinetics areillustrated by current investigations that use xenoliths from the ColoradoPlateau toinvestigate the following questions.
How do continental rootsevolve?
How is the mantle affectedby subduction?
What mantle processes lead to crustal stability?
What mantle changes accompany regionaluplift?
We aredocumentinghow temperatures andcompositions have changed
with time in the Plateau mantle.We have established some effects of hydrous
fluids, and ongoing workwillhelp define roles ofwaterbelow the crust.
Interpretation of pressure and temperature histories of rocks requires
knowledge of the kinetic responses of minerals.Istudy these responses by
detailedpetrography and microanalysis,followed bymodeling. Current work is
on minerals of peridotite and eclogite, especially of carefully selected rocks
from the Colorado Plateau.
Most ofmy investigations ofmagmas have involved mafic rocks,but
other igneous rocks, and particularly granites and pegmatites of central Texas,
arealso ofinterest.Diverse geochemical tools,including determinationof trace
elements and isotopic ratios,areused in these studies.
Potomicrograph ofa xenolith from a
Colorado Plateaudiatreme,withskeletalenstatiteand titanianchondrolitein chlorite
Douglas Smith
California Institute of Technolooij, 19G9
Igneous and IMamorphic Pefrologii
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Ididaweek of field work inmidJune, 1995, incentral Nevada and westernUtah looking for EarlyOrdovician echinoderms withmoderate success. Ihad drivenout toNevada to attend the 7thInternational Symposium onthe__ OrdovicianSystem inLas Vegas and goonapre-meeting field trip thathad
twodays of freezing weatherand a snowstorm! Thiscontinues amajorproject
funded by two NSF research grants with Tom Guensburg, Rock Valley
College, and UTPh.D.candidate Colin Sumrall to collect primitive echino-
derms from the poorly known Early Ordovician and Late Cambrian parts of
the section. Six papers have nowbeen published and several moreare nearly
completed from this work.
Ialso worked with Tom Guensburg for aweek inJuly, and three days
in January, 1996, preparing a manuscript on Early Ordovician camerate
crinoids, working on a nearly completed manuscript on Early Ordovician
rhombiferans, and writing a paper on life modes of Cambrian and Early
Ordovician echinoderms. This last paper was submitted as abook chapter in
February,1996.
Ihave also gone back to work on the Middle Cambrian and am
redescribing the enigmatic primitive crinoid(?) genus Echmatocrinus from the
Burgess Shale withDesmond Collins of the Royal OntarioMuseum. Collins
has been collecting;
39
nswers tomany complex geologicalproblems often canbe obtained from
J seismic measurements. Understanding tectonic processes at both active
and passive rifted continental margins requires knowledge of their deep
IIgeological structure.Overall researchhasbeenfocused ondeveloping new
seismic data acquisition and processing methods that can be used to address
these andotherspecific geologic problems; for example, mapping the transition
from continental to oceanic crust requires the ability to probe beneath large
accumulations of sediment to depths often in excess of 15 to 20 km.2D and
3D seismic acquisition combinedwith pre- and post-stack migration methods
of the original or plane-wave decomposed data have been developed that
account for verticaland lateral velocity variations.Both surfaceand ocean-bot-
tom seismic datacanbe used for thesemigrationalgorithms to form images of
the subsurface.To define the subsurface velocitystructure,nonlinear optimiza-
tion procedures such as genetic algorithms and very fast simulated annealing
have been developed based on the 'misfit' of migrated subsurface images and
reflection tomography. These optimization procedures and the seismicmigra-
tion algorithms canbe implemented onparallel computer architecturesmaking
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01ver the past severalyears,Ihave continued towork inthe general field of|geodesy, with support from NASA and NSRIam motivated by theexcitement and challenge of working with data derived from newmea-surement technologies, especially space-based methods such as the
GlobalPositioning System (GPS) and Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR). These
space geodetic methods provide remarkable new observational capabilities.
Examples include determination ofcrustal deformation overdistances of hun-
dreds or thousands of kilometers at rates of a few millimeters per year, and
detection of earth rotation and gravity field variations at time scales ranging
from days toyears,measuringglobal waterand air redistributionwith sensitiv-
ity at the centimeter (or millibar) level.Iwork with colleagues in this and other
departments (Aerospace Engineering and the Center for Space Research) ona
variety of space geodetic problems, including applications of GPS for measur-
ing crustaldeformation,and studiesof earthrotation,sealevel,andglobal grav-
ity field variations.
An example of an application of our space geodetic studies to amore
general earth-science problem is our study of the global angular momentum
and mass budgets of the atmosphere and oceans,part of a decade-longNASA
Earth Observing System interdisciplinary investigation at the UT Center for
Space Research.The principal idea is that within the earth system both total
mass and absolute angular momentum areconserved,but over time areredis-
tributed amongreservoirs in the solid earth,oceans,and atmosphere as aresult
of climate change.The fluxes ofmass and momentummaybe small,but their
cumulative effects over many years is large.For example, we know that redis-
tribution of water mass (to form continental ice sheets) is afirst-order measure
ofglobal climate change, yet we areunable atpresent to determine fluxes (pre-
cipitation and melting) withsufficient accuracy to say whether the major con-
tinental ice sheets inAntarctica and Greenland are growingor shrinking. On
the other hand,space geodetic observations ofthe gravity field,rotational vari-
ations,and sea level,all provide centimeter-level sensitivity which should allow
us to measure the cumulative effect (time integral) of the fluxes. In addition,
these spacegeodetic measurementsprovide estimates of changes invarious low
degree and order spherical harmonics of mass distribution,which areunique
spatial integral measures of mass balance on the globe. The strength of these
investigations is then their ability toprovide both temporal and spatial integral




In my research,Ihave applied paleomagnetic techniques to three very dif-ferent problems. Together with departmental colleagues,Ihave been ana-lyzing ~1 Ga old rocks from Antarctica and Llano inanattempt to test theSWEAT hypothesis, spear-headed by lan Dalziel, and to refine
Neoproterozoicplate reconstructions.Theresults indicate that Coats Land,the
area ineast Antarctica where the samples were collected, was not part of East
Gondwana as had been assumed in the SWEAT hypothesis, but rather was
part of the West Gondwanan cratonof Kalahari.Thus the data cannotbe used
to test the SWEAT reconstruction. The Llano data yielded the first paleo-
magnetic evidence that this area was indeed part of the NorthAmerican cra-
ton at ~1.1 Ga.
Together with John Kappelman of the UT Department of
Anthropology and paleontologists from the Carnegie Museum of Natural
History inPittsburgh,Icollected rocks incentral China near the YellowRiver
for amagnetostratigraphic studyof an 1800 mEocene section which contains
the best record of vertebrate fossils of this age in Asia, including the oldest
knownprimates.The section has beenonly poorly dated and ourgoal is topro-
vide time constraints,whichis particularly critical forprimate evolution studies.
Incooperation with archeologists,Iperformed paleomagnetic analyses
on samples from burned rock features. Intra- and inter-sitepatterns in concert
with archeological evidence are used to differentiate feature types, identify spe-
cialized extractive sites,andtrack changes in thesepatterns over time.At sever-
al sites,weobservedavery large increase inthe magnetic susceptibility instrati-
graphic intervals associated withhuman occupation.This suggests the possibil-
ityofusingthe susceptibility as atechnique for evaluating the extentand possi-
ble cause of anthropogenicmodifications of natural sediments and soils.
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Ignimbrites of the SierraMadreOccidental
andtheir relationto the tectonichistory of
westernMexico:GeologicalSocietyof
America SpecialPaper 180,p. 113-123.
M y research centers upon magmatic arcs that develop along convergent
Hcontinentalmargins.This interest has led me toa25-year-long study of
IIthe magmatic history of northwestern Mexico, including the Sierra
IMadre Occidental (SMO) and surroundingareas.Because little detailed
mappinghasbeen available,this effort hasemphasized astrongcombination of
field studies and K-Ar geochronology.TheSMO contains oneof the world's
largest expanses of ignimbrites that was emplaced within a span of 15 m.y,
mostly during the Oligocene.The SMO is little disrupted tectonically, and it
is necessary to work around its margins in order to examine older igneous
rocks.Indoingso, wehave established that older (middle Eocene) ignimbrites
occur onboth sides of the Sierra, and may well extend beneath it.Thus, the
Eocene may be as important as the Oligocene in the evolution of the Sierra
Madre Occidental volcanic field.
Wehavealso examined thedistributionand timingofanoldermagmatic
arc that was contemporaneous with Laramide deformation onboth sides of the
Sierra.InChihuahua,smallplutons and scattered volcanic rocks arebetween 68
and 52Ma.In central Sonora, amuch greater volume of activity is evident for
this period, including the Sonoran batholithand a widely distributed volcanic
formation thatis little studied but yet is an important part of the region's mag-
matic history. Our K-Ar andU-Pb zirconages indicate aperiod ofactivity from
72 to 50Ma for both components in Sonora.Thus, there appears tobe no sys-
tematic difference intheage ofLaramidemagmatism oneither sideof theSierra.
Another recenteffort hasbeen toexamine thedistribution ofTertiaryvol-
canism from the westernmargin of the SierraMadre Occidental westward across
Sonora to theGulfofCalifornia.Wehave found that felsic rocks from35 to28Ma
inthewesternSierra are overlainby a24Mabimodalsequenceofbasaltic andesites
and rhyolites. The SMO field has a distinct western margin in eastern Sonora
marked by anabrupt thinning ofmid-Tertiary volcanic rocks. In central Sonora,
volcanism associated withBasin and Range extensionranges from 27 to11.5Ma
and is diminished involume compared to the SMO.In western Sonora, a mag-
matic arcexistedfrom24 to11Ma,associatedwithlate stagesofsubduction of the
Farallon plate.This arc was succeeded by10-8.5 Ma mafic volcanism associated
withearlystages of openingof the GulfofCaliforniarift system.
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Research associate profiles
M yma^n research interest lies inunderstanding the role ofmagmatism in■both the formation and modification of the continental lithoshere,and
Iespecially its crust. Theprincipal toolsIhave applied to these problems
Iinclude acombination of radiogenic isotope (Pb,Sr, and Nd),petrolog-
ic,and geochemicalstudies.
Iam working on magmatism associated with a variety of tectonic
regimes, from areas of continentalextension to active continentalmargins and
inaregionof arc-continent collision.These studies haveinvolved work onboth
theoldest rocksknown onEarth as well as someof the youngest.Thispast year
Ihave been involved in research onmagmatic rocks ranging from 50 years to
40 million years old from volcanic centers such as Paricutin and others in
Mexico and the southwestern United States, from Irian Jaya, and from the
Baikal rift zone in southern Siberia. These studies have provided us with
insight into both the natureof the crust and mantle underlying each of these
areas,as well as into the processes through which these components were sam-
pled during the development of thesemagmatic systems.
Iam also involved in attempting tounderstand the nature ofEarth's
earlycrust, its origin, and its evolution through studies ofEarth's oldest rocks,
the ca. 4 billion year old Acasta gneisses in northwestern Canada. Perhaps
someof the mostimportant results of this work havebeen the recognition that
evenolder crustal materials wereinvolved in the formation of these rocks,and
that the HadeanEarth wascharacterizedby high rates of recycling ofconti-
nental crust back into the mantle.
Stack ofinterbeddedbasaltic lava flows,breccias,and volcaniclastic sediments exposedin a sea cliff in the






















Diffusionalgradients at the crystal/melt
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Icontinue towork onthe originsofthe chemical zonations of theBishop Tuff,modeling the large amount of dataobtainedfor possible responsible process-es.As for nextstep,we(witha group ofscientists intheUniversity ofChicagoand another group in the UniversityofMichigan) areplanning to study the
problems ofgas saturation and theresident timeof the Bishop magma.
Iamalsodoing detailedelectronmicroprobe traversesforBa zonations
in sanidinephenocrysts of rhyolitic tufffrom 9 locations with the intentionof
using them to decipher evolution history of shallow magmas. Barium is cho-
sen because its concentrations are high enough for electronmicroprobe analy-
sis and becauseitis ahighly compatible element inrhyolitic systems and there-
fore shows alargevariation. All the sanidine phenocrysts analyzed so far show
pronounced and complicatedzoning inBa, whichprobably indicates thatrhy-
olitic magma bodies share a complex evolution history of crystallization,
replenishingand mixing.
Another ongoingproject is studying the chemical behavior of apatite
under the bombardment of electron beam; the emphases are on variation of
characteristic X-ray intensities ofF and Cl with time. One interestingphe-
nomenondiscovered is that for sections with a angle <50° to the (001) plane,
the X-ray intensities of F and Cl decrease for the first hour or so and then
increase again for the next hour,whereas for sections withan angle >70° to the





The Departmentof Geological Sciences
Founded in 1888, the Department ofGeological Sciences grew strong inthe 1920s after oil was struck onUniversity land,and blossomed into
prominence in the late 19405, during the
post-waroilboom.Because theearlydevel-
opment of theDepartment stemmed from
growth of the petroleum industry, the
Department rapidly earnedpremier stature
in the fields of stratigraphy, sedimentary
petrology and diagenesis, sedimentary
processes,andpaleontology. Since theearly
days, those strengths have been main-
tained, while programs in geophysics,
igneous andmetamorphicpetrology, struc-
tural geology and tectonics,geochemistry,
andhydrogeology and aqueous geochemistryhave also earned strong reputations.
The educationalprogram now offers extraordinarybreadth and diversity at both
undergraduate and graduate levels, complemented by active research efforts in
diverse disciplines.
The Department comprises 32 faculty in the professorial ranks, plus 4
research scientists andassociates.Thisgroup lies at the centerofaverymuchlarger
and more diverse earth-science community, which also encompasses the UT
Institute for Geophysics, the VertebratePaleontology Laboratory, the Center for
Space Research,theBureau ofEconomic Geology,andallied faculty inthedepart-
ments ofpetroleum andgeosystems engineering,civil engineering, geography,and
anthropology. Becauseof theunique size andbreadthofthis geoscience communi-
ty,unparalleledcollaborative opportunities exist for studentsin avigorous, stimulat-
ingscientific environment.
The Department identifies strongly with its mission of undergraduate
education andoffers to its approximately 175 undergraduate majors thechoice of
aB.A degree plan or aB.S. program with four options, ingeneral geology, geo-
physics, environmental geology and hydrogeology, or preparation for teaching
earth-sciences at thesecondary-school level. AnadditionalinterdisciplinaryB.S.E.
degree in geosystems engineering and hydrogeology is offered jointly with the
DepartmentofPetroleumandGeosystems Engineering. Graduatestudents are an
integralpartof the Department. Graduate enrollment is presently about175 stu-
dents, of whichroughly 40% are M.A. students and 60% are Ph.D. students. In
partdue to theunique opportunities providedby the GeologyFoundation,gradu-
ate student support is excellent: of full-time graduate students,about 1/4 are sup-
portedby teaching assistantships,about 1/3by researchassistantships,andmostof
theremainderby fellowships orby othermeans. Inaddition,theDepartmentand
the GeologyFoundation provide support for graduate student field work,student
travel to scientific meetings, andother expenses.
Emissions InformationI Information on graduate admissions is available on the Departments
WWW site athttp://www.utexas.edu/cons/geo/, or youmaycontactMs.AnnPage,
Graduate Coordinator, Department of Geological Sciences,University of Texas at
Austin,AustinTX78712 (512-471-6098).Forinformationonundergraduate admis-
sions,visit theUniversity's WWW site athttp://www.utexas.edu/student/adrnissions,
orcontactAdmissions Center,JohnHargisHall,TheUniversity ofTexas atAustin,




Nihile many research programs in the Department arebased on extensiveIfield observations,virtually all modern research in the geosciences also1 requires high-quality laboratory and computational facilities. The( Department is well-equipped withmodern instrumentation and facili-
ties for analytical, experimental, laboratoryand computational work.
Facilities for Chemical Analysis
MicrobeamLaboratory
TheDepartment has advanced facilities for microscopic chemical analysis, of
which the centerpiece is aJEOL 733 electron microprobe equipped for WDS
and EDS analysis, recently upgraded with a PC-based control, imaging, and
data-analysis system. Also available is aJEOL scanningelectron microscope
with energy-dispersive analysis and cathodoluminesence capabilities. TwoX-
ray diffractometers are housed in the Department, a Rigaku powder diffrac-
tometerwithautomated sample changer anda Siemens powder diffractometer.
ICPSLaboratory
An inductively coupled plasma spectrophotomter is used for sequential and
simultaneous elemental analysis of major, trace, and rare-earth elements in
waters,brines and rocks.
Gamma-ray Spectroscopy Laboratory
A gamma-ray analysis lab for the high-precision quantification ofU, Th,and
X features an Oxford Instruments 1024-channel analyzer with a Nal(Tl)
detectorcrystal, controlled by a PC.
Facilities for Isotopic and Geochronologic Analysis
Stable Isotopic Analysis
A VG Prism gas-source mass spectrometer routinely performs isotopic analy-
ses for O, H, and C with high precision. A laser-fluorination system with
purification line is available for microanalysis of oxygen isotopes from small
volumes ofgeologic materials.
Radioisotopic Analysis
Instrumentation for measurements in many radioisotopic systems is available,
including capabilities for K-Ar,Rb-Sr,Sm-Nd,U-Pb, andU-Th. Thecentral
focus of this facility is aFinnegan MAT 261 thermalionization multi-collec-
tor solid-source mass spectrometer,used for isotopic analysis of Sr, Sm, Nd,U,
Th and Pb. Ar isotopic analysis is performed on adedicated gas-source mass
spectrometer, with Xanalysis by flame photometry,whereas Rb is analyzed on






Extraction,concentration and purification of elements for isotopic analysis is
performed in two specialized clean-roomlaboratories that provide ultra-clean
environments,making possible very low analyticalblanks. These labs aresup-
ported by the departmentalmineral-separation facility, which includes acrush-
er, a disc millpulverizer, aRogers table, sieves, heavy liquids and Frantz mag-
netic separators.
Fission-track Laboratory
A fission-track thermochronology laboratory is available for determination of
age-temperature relationships from relatively young materials. The lab
includes a Zeiss Axioskop microscope with combined reflected and transmit-
ted light capabilities, a Kinetek computer-driven stage with high positional
reproducibility,adigitizing board,and aMacintosh computer with sophisticat-




The undergraduate and graduate microcomputer labs make available twenty
Macintosh machines, five DOS-based machines, ten Suns, and one SGI
Indigo,withperipherals such as sevenlaser printers (color and black&white),
color scanners,photographic slide scanners, film recorders,a color dye-subli-
mation printer, and more, all linked by ethernet to each other and to the
Internet. Thedepartment also houses a state-of-the-art computerteaching lab,
with 17 ethernet-linkedPower Macintoshes with DOS cards. Allmicrocom-
puters include manypopular software packages.
High-performance Computing
High-performance computer facilities at the University of Texas at Austin
includeIBMRS/6000,CrayY-MP 8/64,CRAYJ9O with SSD,IBM3090 and
DEC computer systems, accessible through departmental terminals. Seismic-
processing software is available on the Sun and Craysystems, and a cross-sec-





Field geophysical equipment includes a gravimeter, fluxgate and protonpre-
cession magnetometers,a resistivity apparatus, a sledgehammer seismograph,
low-fold multichannel seismic acquisition systems, an airborne geophysical
data-acquisition platform, marine seismic reflection and ocean-bottom seis-
mometersystems with three-component geophonesand digitalrecording. Two
Trimble 4000 SSE GPS receivers are available for high-precision geodetic
studies. Modern seismic dataon magnetic tape is also available,covering sev-
eralproducing fields and areas of exploration and research worldwide.
PaleontologicalFacilities
Paleontological work is facilitated by amicrofossil sample-preparation labora-
tory and a well-equipped laboratory for preparation and study of fossil verte-
brates. Paleontological collections housed at the Vertebrate Paleontology Lab
at the Pickle Research Campus include: agood reference collectionofmodern
vertebrate skeletalmaterial;extensive holdings of fossil invertebrates (especial-
ly strong in the LatePaleozoic,Cretaceous, andTertiary ofTexas); and alarge
collection of fossil vertebrates (250,000 catalogued specimens), especially
strong in the Permian,Triassic and Cretaceous ofTexas, the early Tertiary of
Trans-Pecos Texas,the middle and lateTertiary of the GulfCoastalPlain, the
lateTertiary of the HighPlains,and the Pleistocene ofTexas.
ComputedX-rayTomographyLaboratory
In early 1997, the department will install a highrresolution computed X-ray
tomographic scanner for geological and paleontological samples, the first
instrument of its kindinanacademic environment. This instrument will allow
non-destructive examination in three dimensions of the interiors of geologic
specimens, over a range of scales and resolutions, from meter-scale objects at
mm-scale resolution, tocentimeter- scale objects at a resolution ofa few tens of
microns.
Petrography andFluid-inclusion Laboratories
TheDepartment houses anextensive petrographic microscope laboratory with
cathodoluminescence and heating/freezing stages available. A fluid-inclusion
laboratory with aUSGS-type gas-flow heating/freezing stage is available for
geothermometry investigations. The Department also supports an advanced
thin-sectionpreparation facility, witha full-time thin-section technician.
HydrogeologyFacilities
Hydrogeological facilities include: HPLC and total carbon analyzer, a BET








Experimental petrology facilities include apparatus for hydrothermal experi-
ments to850°Cand 2 kb, and experiments at atmospheric pressure to1500°C
under controlled oxygen fugacity.
Experimental Sedimentology
Sedimentology experiments and modeling are aided by a wind tunnel and
flume for sediment transportstudies.
PaleomagneticLaboratory
A paleomagnetic laboratory with asuperconducting magnetometerand mag-
netically shielded roomis used ingeologic and anthropologic research.
Machine Shop, Electronics Shop
Allof the Department's research facilities aresupported by the electronics and
machine shops, which provide technical staff and complete facilities for the
designand fabrication ofprototype electronics and mechanicaldevices.
Multimedia Laboratory
The College of Natural Sciences multimedia production laboratory is housed
in the Geologybuilding, and provides computers and peripherals for advanced
graphics operations, together with numerous multimedia production software
packages.
Walter Geology Library
TheWalter Geology Libraryhas more than100,000 volumes and47,000 geo-
logic maps and maintains an in-depth collection ofbooks and journals in the
earth sciences, including allpublications ofthe U.S.Geological Survey,publi-
cations ofmost stategeological surveys,and those ofmany foreign countries.
The library represents the comprehensive combined holdings of the
Department of Geological Sciences and the Bureau of Economic Geology.
Geological field-trip guidebooks issued by various geological groups are also
collected. Regional emphasis of the collection is on the Western Hemisphere,
particularly the Southwestern United States, Texas, and Mexico. Subject
emphasis is on stratigraphy and sedimentology, igneous petrology, paleontol-
ogy,mineralogy, geochemistryandgeophysics,economic geology,marine geol-




The principal purposes served by the Geology Foundation endow-
mentsare studentscholarships and fellowships, faculty support, thevisiting lec-
turers program, and equipment acquisition, maintenance,and replacement.
Undergraduatescholarship support
Up to 10 majors receive substantial financial support in the form of
EndowedPresidential Scholarships.
Approximately 25% of the undergraduate majors in the Department
receive somescholarship support.
Nearlyallof the20 to30 students whoparticipate insummer field camp
receive somescholarship support to defray the cost of tuition and fees.
Graduate scholarship andfellowship support
Nearly 2/3 of the graduate students receive somescholarship support.
25-35 students annuallyreceive scholarships for field work.
30-40 students annually receive scholarships to present the results of
theirUTwork atprofessionalmeetings.
As many as 15 company fellowships are administered through the
Foundation.
Faculty support
Every faculty member is supported by anendowed faculty position, either
by permanent appointment to a research professorship or chair, or by
appointment to a teaching fellowship. Amounts range from $5000 to
$50000. This support is used for purposes including augmentation of
researchefforts,studentresearchsupport, travel tomeetings and field work,
thepurchase ofcomputer and other equipment, and salarysupplements.
Visiting lecturersprogram
Endowed Lectureship and other Foundation funds ensure that a steady
flow ofinvited scientists will come to Austin,enriching the teaching and
researchprograms of the Department.
Equipment maintenance,replacement andacquisition
Themaintenance of research equipment is nearlyentirely covered from
user fees, coupled withsupport from Foundationaccounts. Thepurchase
ofmajor items of equipment is commonly triggeredby andpartially cov-
ered withmatching money allocated from Foundation accounts.
The UT GeologyFoundation wasestablished by the Board ofRegents in1954"to foster and topromote the growth, progress
and development ofgeological educa-
tion, research and graduate study at
The University of Texas." Specific
objectives aretoassist the Department
of Geological Sciences in strengthen-
ing its educationprograms, toprovide
direct advice from the industries that
employ our students, to generate and
maintaininterest inand commitments
to the Department, and to inform
alumni and the public about the
Department and to promote its work
and services to the stateand nation.
By anymeasure, the Geology
Foundation has been spectacularly
successful. As of spring 1996, the
book balance of the endowment was
nearly $19M with a market value of
nearly $30M.Theendowment gener-
ates approximately $2M each year of
which roughly 20% is directly rein-
vested. We believe that no other geo-
science department or society in the
world has such a proven record of
alumni and industry support.
The Geology Foundation
actively promotes the Department by
payingthe cost ofproducing its year-
ly Newsletter — the 45th volume of
which was published in 1995. The
Newsletter-hasgrownto 100+ pages of
articles, photographs and alumni
news that highlight the activities of
the Department and its alumni for all
friends. More than 4000 copies are
distributed each year. Please contact
the Department ifyou would like to
receive the Newsletter.
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The University of Texas at Austin
Situated at the junctionbetween theSouthand the West, sharing char-acters of both, the University ofTexas at Austin spreads out over
350 acres in central Austin. Any first-
time visitor expecting the dusty, flat
brownprairieofTexaslore is infor a sur-
prise.Austin is agraceful city ofwooded
hills, tall trees and period architecture
amid abustling,modernmetropolis.
The University's student population
numbers nearly 35,000 undergraduates
and 13,000 graduate students, distrib-
uted among 53 departments in 14
Colleges and Schools. UT Austin has
the fifth-largest academic library in the
United States,with nearly 7millionvol-
umes,more than4.7million microforms,morethan 60,000linear feetofman-
uscripts and archives,nearly 350,000 maps and online access to hundreds of
electronic databases. With links to numerous high-tech local companies, UT
Austin's computational facilities are among the best in the nation,providing
students and faculty access to facilities rangingfrom supercomputers tomicro-
computers. Eight miles northwest of the main campus lies the J. J. Pickle
Research Center,a 475-acre tract that serves as a research site that houses 21
UT Austin science and engineering laboratories, including the Bureau of
Economic Geology and the VertebratePaleontologyLab.
UT Austin is one of only three Southwestern members of the
Association ofAmericanUniversities,madeup of the58 leadinguniversities in
the United States and Canada. TheUniversity outranks all institutions in the
south in the quality ofits graduate programs, as well as in the number ofdoc-
toraldegrees awarded.Assessments ofselecteddoctoralprograms in theUnited
States have ranked numerousUT Austin programs, including geosciences,
among thenation's top20. Suchhigh-caliber academic programs attract toUT
Austin some of the finest faculty and students from across the nation and
around the world.TheUniversity benefits from the large and growingnumber
ofhigh-techindustries located intown,providing jobs for many graduates and
a range of support industriesunknowninmany cities of its size.
Billingitself"TheLive Music Capitalofthe World,"Austin affords to
UT students a wide variety of opportunities for cultural and recreation activi-
ties. From hike and bike trails and activities on the nearby lakes and rivers,to
street festivals and classic opera, Austin's youthful, vibrant atmosphere con-
tributes to the city's unique sense of community.
Check out the Department'sWeb
Page!
http://www.utexas.edu/cons/geo/

